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Overview
About Andrew
Andrew Dommer has a diverse practice, having represented both some of the largest companies in
the world and individual inventors. Much of his practice involves counseling clients on day-to-day
intellectual property (IP) issues and helping build their patent portfolios. Andrew has substantial
experience in adversarial situations, including quarterbacking patent litigation and negotiating
settlements/agreements. He has been involved in dozens of post-grant proceedings, on both the
petitioner and patent owner sides.
Andrew is comfortable with most technologies and regularly works with complex electronic hardware,
most any kind of software technology, and medical devices, to provide a few examples. Andrew often
undertakes projects to multiply the value of existing IP portfolios, for example by mining existing
patent portfolios and bulk filing dozens of expedited patent applications. He has helped many clients
start their IP journey, walking them through their first few patent filings and establishing IP practices
that can facilitate acquisition and fend off imitators. In a “bet-the-company” dispute, Andrew
successfully defended a startup company against several patents, facilitating a multi-billion dollar
acquisition of the startup company.

Focus Areas
Services
Patent

Post-Grant
Patent Prosecution

Industries
Electrical and Computer Technology
Software

Education
J.D. magna cum laude, University of Minnesota Law School (2008) Managing Editor, Minnesota Law
Review
B.S. with distinction, Tau Beta Pi, Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Minnesota
(2005)

Insights
Speaking Engagements
“Confirmatory Assignments — Best Practices in view of Minerva Surgical,” Multi-State CLE
broadcast (July 2021)
“Supersizing the Family Tree,” Multi-State CLE broadcast (October 2018)
“The Funky Interplay Between BRI & Phillips in Post-Grant Proceedings,” Multi-state CLE
broadcast (June 2015)
“Are Software Patents in Jeopardy? The Supreme Court Takes on Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank,”
CLE, Minneapolis, MN (December 2013)
“My Year Handling Thirty-Two Track 1 Cases,” CLE at Silicon Valley technology company
(October 2012)
Media Mentions
Quoted, “Drag Racing Co. Ends IP Suit Over Fuel Injectors,” Law360 (July 23, 2021)
Quoted, “USPTO Extends Fast-Track Appeals Pilot Program,” Law360 (July 2, 2021)
Quoted, “Surge of Interested Expected for PTAB Fast-Track Program,” Law360 (July 2020)

